
EDITORIAL 
Dear Friends and Readers

The Guests of the Fair are chosen for their work and their 
activism to reflect and reinforce the aims of the Jozi Book 
Fair. This year’s theme on Women and Literature provides 
an opportunity to reflect on women, especially black 
women, as writers and artists and as subjects. 

We are delighted to announce our Guests this year: 
internationally acclaimed poet and performer, Shailja Patel 
(Kenya) and novelist Kopano Matlwa (South Africa). Both 
Patel and Matlwa’s work speak to the theme, Women 
and Literature, and make for an African feast of strident 
poetry, drama and stories of women’s lives that bring to 
life history, coming of age, migration, class formation, 
vulnerabilities, triumphs and struggles.  

The theme is timely given the general conditions of social 
inequality for the majority of women in South Africa and 
beyond; and more specifically the recent spate of violence 
against women and children that has come to the fore.

The most un-safe place for women and girl-children is 
their home, where the perpetrators of violence are often 
loved ones. 

We encourage you to read widely in preparation for the 
Fair and conversing with the Guests and other authors 
and artists. Over the next three months we will make the 
work of our Guests more accessible to you through the 
My Class and in JBF book clubs. 

Enjoy the word & the world!!

Maria

LAUNCH OF THE GUESTS
Jozi Book Fair is thrilled to announce the launch of our 
two Guests of Fair, Shailja Patel and Kopano Matlwa. The 
launch of the guests will be on 3 June 2017, at the House 
of Movements, in Johannesburg. By invitation only! 

Shaija Patel is an internationally acclaimed Kenyan poet, 
playwright, theatre artist, and political activist and Kopano 
Matlwa is a South African medical doctor and novelist. 
Through her work, Migritude, a collection of poetry, 
essays and performance, Patel delves deeply into the 
theme of  ‘migrants with attitude’, especially women and 
migrant’s lives, their struggles, daily lives and collective 
experiences. 

Matlwa’s three books, Coconut, Spilt Milk and more 
recently, Period Pains, reflects the contradictions and joys 
of life in South Africa and the transition to democracy. 

The work of both Guests reinforces the aims of the Jozi Book 
Fair, for active citizenship and democracy. Both Guests are 
actively engaged in activist work. While studying at UCT, 
Matlwa participated in community outreach projects for 
the Students’ Health and Welfare Centres Organisation, a 
student-run NGO that aims to improve the quality of life 
of communities. Patel is a founding member of Kenyans 
For Peace, Truth and Justice, a civil society coalition that 
works for an equitable democracy in Kenya. 

The work of the Guests will interest and provoke youth, 
women and men to read and to write. The JBF will make 
the work of both Guests accessible to our book clubs in 
preparation for the Fair.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS:

•	 Last	chance	to	HOST	events	&	EXHIBIT	at	
							9th	Jozi	Book	Fair.	Deadline:	18 June 2017.	

•	 SCHOOLS:	Deadline	to	register	to	participate	
at	JBF:	18 June 2017.

•	 Launch	of	JBF	Guests:	3	June	2017,	Saturday,	
10:00am.	By	Invitation	only.

•	 Opening	of	Khanya	Jazz	School:	6	June	2017	
Applications	Open.

•	 Contact	JBF:	011	336	9190,	jozibookfair@
khanyacollege.org.za

							www.jozibookfair.org.za



KOPANO MATLWA 
Kopano Matlwa was born in Mamelodi Day Hospital in 
1985. She is the eldest of three children. She is a medical 
doctor and the author of three books - Coconut, Spilt 
Milk and Period Pains. Kopano was one of the Mail & 
Guardian’s “100 young South Africans you must take to 
lunch” list, two years in a row. 

At high school Kopano was selected as Head Girl, 
achieved full academic colours and matriculated with 
seven distinctions. She studied medicine at the University 
of Cape Town (UCT). 

Besides her support work with Student Healh and Welfare 
Organisation, Kopano was also a member of the Clarinus 
House Committee, an orientation leader and member and 
mentor of the Golden Key National Honour Society. 

In her second year at medical school Kopano was 
selected as one of eight Goldman Sachs Global Leaders 
and represented South Africa at the Goldman Sachs 
Global Leadership Institute in New York. While studying 
for her degree in medicine, Kopano started writing her 
first novel in 2003. She was influenced by discussions 
with her sister, Tumelo, and realised the need for people 
to address uncomfortable issues. 

Several publishers rejected Kopano’s novel but she 
persevered, and her debut novel Coconut was a success. 
Coconut is about the lives of young South Africans in post 
apartheid democracy, and the challenges of colour and 
class. Coconut, published in 2007, won the EU Literary 
Award, a publishing contract with Jacana Books, when 
Kopano was just 21. Kopano also won the JD Baqwa 
merit award. 

Kopano completed her second book Spilt Milk before 
she graduated from medical school in 2010. The book 
made it onto the Sunday Times Fiction Prize long list 
in 2011 Sunday Times. Her recent novel, Period Pains, 
was published in 2017. Kopano’s favourite author is Toni 
Morrison.

BOOK REVIEW: PERIOD PAIN – 
KOPANO MATLWA
Publisher: Jacana Media

Period Pain is Kopano’s third book and discusses some 
of South Africa’s horror stories in daily headlines, on 
xenophobia, crime, racism, corrective rape and the 
nightmare of public health care systems. Written in the 
first person, the protagonist Masechaba helps us see the 
reflection of the South African rot through her story.

Masechaba as a doctor is frustrated by the South African 
health care system, the shortages of health practitioners, 
resources and the general inhumanity that exists in the 
public health care system. In the book the South Africa’s 
realism is exposed, the war between blacks and white, 
the xenophobic war against foreign nationals. Kopano 
unpacks the violence that exists and how voicing against 
the ills makes one a target and regarded as a sellout, when 
Masechaba circulates a petition against the xenophobic 
attacks, she gets raped (corrective rape), the men who 
rape her believe she needs to be reminded of which side 
she is. Even after the ordeal, she gets no sympathy from 
her fellow South African women who feel she brought this 
on herself for having a Zimbabwean friend and actually 
fighting for the foreigners who are being attacked. 

The book is also an insight into the horror of South African 
public hospitals. Masechaba, a doctor hates her job and 
simply cannot bear the suffering in public hospitals, what 
people endure and how the staff (particularly nurses) really 
just do not care. This book uncaps the contemporary 
situation in South Africa and does bring depressing 
emotions but also forces readers to face reality.

http://www.jacana.co.za/book-categories/children-
young-adults-a-libraries/young-adults/period-pain-detail
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SHAILJA PATEL
Born and raised in Nairobi, Shailja Patel is also a child of 
the East African coast. Her father was born and raised on 
Pemba island, in the Zanzibar archipelago, and her mother 
in Kenya’s port town, Mombasa. She did her primary and 
secondary schooling in Kenya, then read Economics and 
Politics at the University of York, UK. She now lives in rural 
Kenya, on the Eastern edge of the Great Rift Valley.” 

 A battered red suitcase holds my trousseau – 18  
 saris, collected by my mother to give me when I  
 married. Migritude is the mantra that unlocks the  
 suitcase, and releases the saris.’

Patel’s book, Migritude, is based on a 90-minute theatre 
show, with dance and soundscape, and consists of poetry 
and performance, essays and memoirs about the lives of 
women and migrants, the conditions and how they live. 
According to Shailja, both the theatre show and the book 
“… all began with a battered red suitcase filled with untold 
stories and unseen beauty.” 

The CNN calls Shailja Patel “the people-centered face of 
globalization”. Her publishing debut, Migritude, based on 
her acclaimed, internationally touring one-woman show, 
was a #1 Amazon poetry bestseller, a Seattle Times 
bestseller, and was shortlisted for Italy’s Camaiore Prize. 
Migritude is taught in over 80 colleges and universities 
worldwide.

Patel’s poems have been translated into 17 languages. 
Her essays appear in Le Monde Diplomatique, The New 
Inquiry, Internazionale and Counterpunch among others. 
She has appeared on BBC, Al-Jazeera, and NPR. Honors 
include a Sundance Theatre Fellowship, a Voices of Our 

Nations poetry award, the Fanny-Ann Eddy Poetry Award, 
and the Nordic Africa Institute African Writer Fellowship. 
Her performances have received standing ovations on 
four continents.

Patel is a founding member of Kenyans For Peace, Truth 
and Justice, a civil society coalition which works for an 
equitable democracy in Kenya. The African Women’s 
Development Fund named her one of Fifty Inspirational 
African Feminists, ELLE India Magazine selected her as 
one of its 25 New Guard Influencers, and Poetry Africa 
honored her as Letters To Dennis Poet, continuing the 
legacy of renowned anti-apartheid activist poet Dennis 
Brutus. She represented Kenya at the London Cultural 
Olympiad’s Poetry Parnassus. Her work currently features 
in the Smithsonian Museum’s groundbreaking “Beyond 
Bollywood” exhibition. www.shailja.com

To get a preview of Shailja Patel’s Performance: http://
youtu.be/3aTpS4gjDsscd

JBF SPECIAL REPRINT OF 
MIGRITUDE
The JBF will reprint a special edition of Patel’s 
Migritude, in time for the Fair in September, to ensure 
that it is affordable and accessible. The JBF and 
Khanya College take this opportunity to thank Shailja 
Patel and Kaya Press for their insightful collaboration. 

Publisher Profile: Kaya Press 
Migritude by Shailja Patel

Kaya Press was established in 1994 to publish cutting-
edge work of Asian and Pacific Islander diasporic writers 
in the United States. Kaya’s diverse list of titles includes 
experimental poetry, noir fiction, film memoir, avant-garde 
art, performance pieces, “lost” novels, and everything in 
between. Kaya and its authors have received numerous 
awards, including the Gregory Kolovakas Prize for 
Outstanding New Literary Press and the Association 
for Asian American Studies Book Award. Kaya Press is 
currently housed at the University of Southern California. 

Kaya was the name of a tribal confederation of six Korean 
city-states that existed from the middle of the first until the 
sixth century CE. It is remembered as a utopia of learning, 
music, and the arts due to its trade and communication 
with China, Japan, and India.

 “We believe that it’s impossible 
to generate power without first 
finding one’s center, and that our 
API diasporic focus is a starting 
point, not an ending point. We 
believe that beauty comes from 
thoughtful, hands-on attention 
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to detail. We believe that great writing deserves to be 
beautifully presented, and that collaboration is at the heart 
of all important endeavors. We strive to bring to light works 
that have been unfairly overlooked or forgotten, whether 
because they were ahead of their times or because no 
one recognized their worth.” 
http://kaya.com/about/

REVIEWS ABOUT MIGRITUDE
“A work of unwavering moral conscience, a battle cry for 
justice, expressed through a poetic talent, that deserves a 
global audience.” Dennis Brutus

“Migritude is non fiction as testimony. It is authorship as 
survival. Of course Migritude defies categorization – the 
best art always does.” Raj Patel, author of The Value of 
Nothing

The U.S. debut of internationally acclaimed poet and 
performance artist Shailja Patel, Migritude is a tour-
de-force hybrid text that confounds categories and 
conventions. Part poetic memoir, part political history, 
Migritude weaves together family history, reportage and 
monologues to create an achingly beautiful portrait of 
women’s lives and migrant journeys undertaken under the 
boot print of Empire. https://www.goodreads.com/book/
show/9070287-migritude

LAST CHANCE! TAKE A STAND 
& HOST AN EVENT AT THE 9TH 
JOZI BOOK FAIR
The JBF makes a public call to publishers, women 
organisations, authors, artists, NGO’s and students to 
host events or exhibit at the Fair, 31August - 3 September. 
The JBF is committed into giving communities a voice and 
a platform to engage, which shapes the fair from below. 
Last year there were 101 applications to host events 
and 45 small & big publisher and NGO’s exhibited. We 
encourage people to support the movement of readers: 
Exhibit and/or host events on the theme or a linked to the 
word. Deadline to host events is 18 June 2017. 

JOZI JAZZ SCHOOL OPENS
The Jozi Jazz School is a project of Khanya College, 
in partnership with the Moses Taiwa Molelekwa Art 
Foundation (MTMAF), to provide music lessons – 
especially jazz lessons - to young people in the inner city 
of Johannesburg and surrounding townships. 

The School will open on Tuesday 6 June 2017, with 
weekly classes every Tuesday from 3.00 to 5.00pm, at 
the House of Movements, a multi-purpose education and 
cultural centre in the Johannesburg CBD. We will begin 
learning to play the recorder. The cost is R50 per month 
(four lessons) and after 6 months the recorder will belong 
to the learner. All Children, school/youth & adults welcome 
to join. Contact JBF & Khanya College. 

Since the end of apartheid the inner-city is now home 
and a place of work for many South Africans, most are 
poor or low income earners. While the inner-city is home 
to a many schools,  there are few cultural amenities like 
theatres, rehearsal spaces, music schools, dance schools 
and other cultural amenities. This means few outlets for 
youth to develop their artistic talents. 

The Jozi Jazz School will also further the aims of the Jozi 
Book Fair, to deepen the culture of reading and writing in 
all South Africa’s languages, linking up with all art forms. 

IMPRINT

Jozi Book Fair
c/o Khanya College
5th floor, House of Movements
123 Pritchard Street
Johannesburg 2001
South Africa
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Email: jozibookfair@khanyacollege.org.za
Web: www.jozibookfair.org.za

JBF creates readers & writers in all languages 
& promotes affordable publishing and books

9th JOZI BOOK FAIR FESTIVAL
31 August - 3 September 2017
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www.jozibookfair.org.za
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